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1 Introduction
Database replication protocols based on group communication primitives have recently been the subject of
a considerable body of research [1, 11, 13, 6, 8, 4]. The reason for this stems from the adequacy of the
order and atomicity properties of group communication primitives to implement synchronous replication
(i.e., strong consistent) strategies. Unlike database replication schemes based on traditional transactional
mechanisms, group-based replication mechanisms use atomic broadcast primitives to broadcast transactions to all replicas of the database. The approach allows the delegation of much of the synchronization
complexity to the group communication layer and can accommodate different replication strategies.
We have been working on extending the Database State Machine protocol (DBSM) [8] to large-scale
networks. In [12] we extended the protocol to handle partial replication and to use an optimistic atomic
broadcast protocol in order to mitigate the higher communication latency of large-scale settings.
Optimistic atomic broadcast exposes preliminary message delivery orders to the application allowing
it to tentatively antecipate processing before it is provided with a final and definitive order — an idea that
generalizes the broadcast protocol presented in [7]. In the DBSM, the optimistic atomic broadcast is most
useful during low workload periods where processor idle time is used to obtain faster transaction execution
times. During heavy workloads however it is of little help as the processor has no idle periods.
To improve DBSM responsiveness during high workloads this paper proposes the use of a semantically
reliable atomic broadcast protocol [9] in DBSM.

2 Database State Machine
In this section we briefly describe the Database State Machine protocol. For a full description of the
protocol refer to [8].

    

2.1 System Model

of database sites. Sites communicate through message passing
We consider a system
(i.e., no shared memory). The system is asynchronous in that there are no assumptions about the time it
takes for a site to execute a step nor the time it takes for messages to be transmitted.
Sites may only fail by crashing (i.e., we do not consider Byzantine failures), and we do not rely on site
recovery for correctness. A site that never fails is said to be correct. We assume that our asynchronous
model is augmented with a Failure Detector Oracle [3] so that Atomic Broadcast can be solved.
A database
is a finite set of data items and each database site holds a copy of the
database.
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A transaction is a sequence of read and write operations followed by a commit or abort operation, issued
by a client on behalf of the transaction. Every transaction belongs to the set of all possible transactions.
For each transaction
,
is defined as the set of data items read or written by .
denotes
the set of data items read by and
the set of data items written by .
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2.2 Protocol
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A transaction is entirely executed in some database site
. From the time starts until it finishes, a
transaction passes through three well-defined states. The starting state is the executing state, a state where
all operations are executed locally at the database site . When the client that initiates the transaction
requests its commitment, transaction passes to the committing state. At this point, transaction , is sent
to all database sites. A transaction received by a database site is in the committing state until its fate is
known. The transaction then evolves to one of its final states committed or aborted.
Using the deferred update replication technique, a transaction is locally synchronized during its execution at the database where it initiated according to some concurrency control mechanism [2] (e.g., twophase locking). Interaction with other database sites on behalf of only occurs when the client requests the
transaction commitment. At this time, is propagated, i.e., the updates of transaction and some control
structures are propagated to all database sites using an atomic broadcast protocol. Each database site will
then certify and, if possible, commit the transaction.
In order for a database site to certify a committing transaction , it must be able to determine which
transactions conflict with . A transaction conflicts with if: (i) and have conflicting operations and
(ii) does not precede .
Two operations conflict when they are issued by different transactions, access the same data item and
at least one of them is a write operation. The precedence relation between transactions and is denoted
(i.e., precedes ) and defined as: (1) if and execute at the same database site, precedes
if enters the committing state before ; or (2) if and execute at different sites, for example and
respectively, respectively, precedes if commits at before enters the committing state at .
After receiving a transaction delivered by the atomic broadcast protocol, the certification process is
started. The certification of a transaction involves a deterministic certification test which when terminated
allows the database site executing the certification to immediately commit or abort the transaction.
The certification test of at database site involves every data item accessed by . Database site
commits if all committed transactions at precede , or if there is no committed transaction at that
conflicts with ; aborts otherwise. The certification test of site on transaction is formally described
as a transition from the committing to the committed state as follows:
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3 Semantically Reliable Multicast in the Database State Machine



In DBSM the certification test is assumed to be deterministic and thus, when a database site aborts a
transaction then all database sites also abort it. Moreover, when the result of certifying a transaction is
abort then all the information received with may be discarded. This means that if a
site knows in
antecipation that some transaction will abort, then can simply discard and save itself from processing
the certification of . Being able to notify in antecipation other database sites which transactions will abort
can be most valuable for overloaded database sites as they can simply discard those transactions.
To implement this optimization efficiently we use a semantically reliable atomic broadcast protocol
to dissiminate commiting transactions. Semantic reliability [9] is a correctness criterium for broadcast
protocols based on the concept of message obsolescence. A message becomes obsolete and can be readily
discarded by the protocol whenever its purpose is superseded by a subsequent message. This information
is expressed in the protocol obsolescence relation encoded by the application.
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In the DBSM the obsolescence relation is given by the knowledge a database site has about the transactions that aborted. That is, whenever a site broadcasts a message to propagate a commiting transaction, encodes in that obsoletes all previous messages propagating commiting transactions that have
aborted at . With this information encoded in , the broadcast protocol might be able to prevent those
messages carrying transactions that will not pass the certification test from overloading some database sites.
The obsolescence relation is a strict partial order and the fact that a message
is obsoleted by a
message
is expressed as
. A semantically reliable multicast protocol [10] is an algorithm
fulfilling the following properties:
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#QPR# ,

#
# PT# , ,
S
# ,
#SUV# ,
Agreement If a correct database site delivers a message # and there is a time after which no database site
multicasts # , , such that #RPW# , , , then all correct database sites deliver some # , such that #SUW# ,
Integrity For every message # , every database site delivers # at most once and only if # was previously
multicast by some database site.
FIFO Order If a database site multicasts a message # before it multicasts a message # , , no database site
delivers # after delivering # , .
FIFO Completeness If a database site multicasts a message # before it multicasts a message # , and there
is a time after which no database site multicasts #X, , , such that #YPZ#, , , , no correct database site
delivers # , without delivering some # , , such that #RPV# , , .
# ,,

Validity If a correct database site multicasts a message and there is a time after which no database site
multicast some
such that
, then it delivers some
such that
.

The DBSM correctness criterium relies on an atomic multicast protocol to ensure that all database sites
process the same set of transactions in the same order. An atomic multicast protocol is a reliable multicast
protocol satisfying a total order requirement [5]. Informally, an atomic multicast protocol must ensure that
in that order then no other database site delivers them
if a database site delivers two messages and
differently. This is described by the following total order property:
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Total Order if correct database sites and
if and only if delivers before

# ,

 + both deliver messages #
# ,.

and

# , , then   delivers #

before

4 Conclusions and Future Work
In [12] we extended the DBSM to support partial replication and the use of an optimistic atomic broadcast
to improve performance mainly during low/moderate load periods.
This paper describes ongoing research on improving DBSM performance during heavy load periods,
allowing better responsiveness during those periods. This seems a promising research direction as DBSM
presents the required pattern for benefiting from semantically reliable protocols [9].
Currently our obsolescence relation is based on aborted transactions. We believe that with results
derived from the experiences we are conducting with this approach along with further analysis of the transactions we could enrich our obsolescence relation making it more effective. By reducing the processing
requirements at each database site, we might improve responsiveness to the client even in normal workloads.
In this paper we have focused in high workloads and dropped the use of an optimistic broadcast protocol. We are studying how to combine semantic and optimistic protocols in order to improve DBSM
performance in all possible workloads.
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